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Abstract: -Indoor Illuminationnaturally attracts the attention of the persons working inside the building.The 

workplace whether it may be educational institute, industry or commercial complex plays vital role in efficiency 

of the persons working there.Illumination inside the building is the principal infrastructure.The paper covers the 

various aspects of Illumination Design. Standards applicable for required intensity of light for various purpose 

and its extracts are the primary topic. The paper deals with how to design the illumination level in a particular 

complex whether it may be indoor or outdoor may be for Industrial or commercial purpose. Selection of 

luminaries based on the end users specifications/requirements is the main function of illumination design. The 

paperalso covers the sample design of a Seminar Hall as a case study with all calculations. To make it 

innovative various types of luminaries, control gears with automatic features are considered The illumination 

design is done taking care of all the inputs like lumens output of particular luminary, dimensions of working 

area, working height, height of luminary, absorption/reflection capacity of the medium where light is to be 

thrown, maintenance factor, Related all topics are described in the project. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Use of Electricity is essential for day to day life. Growth of any society or nation is measured in terms 

of electricity consumed. Out of many uses,Lighting is the most common use of electricity. In other terminology 

the lighting is called as “Illumination”. For various categories of works different intensity of light is 

required .The required intensity for each type of categories of use/work are setup by every national and 

commonly accepted international standards for guidelines and accordingly the luminaries are supposed to be 

fitted to cater that much intensity of light .The art and science of deciding various type of luminaries for 

required job is known as Illumination Design. 

 

A. WHAT IS ILLUMINATION DESIGN? 

Illumination design starts with developing the objectives and then qualifying these by specifying the 

criteria. When looking objectives, the lighting designer will consider day lighting and how it is used, types of 

artificial lighting to be considered, required light levels and uniformity, types and methods of lighting control, 

maintenance, the efficiency (efficacy) goals of the lighting system, etc. 

Illumination design starts with developing the objectives and then qualifying these by specifying the criteria. 

When looking objectives, the lighting designer will consider day lighting and how it is used, types of artificial 

lighting to be considered, required light levels and uniformity, types and methods of lighting control, 

maintenance, the efficiency (efficacy) goals of the lighting system, etc. 

 

B. FACTORS CONSIDERING FOR ILLUMINATION DESIGN 

Illumination design is considering the following factor into account. 
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1) Area of workplace 

There are two types of area concludes in the project:- 

1. Indoor Area: -Indoor area like rooms, buildings, seminar halls, industries, offices, etc.For different 

places different lux level is required according to end user’s specifications/requirements, atmospheric siltation, 

different-different work, etc. 

2. Outdoor Area: - Outdoor area like roads, highways, markets, street area, lobby, etc. Similarly indoor 

area design in outdoor area, for different places different lux level is required according to end user’s 

specifications/requirements, atmospheric siltation, different-different work, etc.  

 

2) Lumens output of luminaries 

Luminous flux emitted within unit solid angle (one radian) by a point source having uniform luminous intensity 

of 1 candela. [1] 

a. Lumens = Candle power × Solid angle 

i. = C.P.  ×θ                                                                                                      …(1) 

 

3) Maintenance factor of luminary 

Maintenance factor is defined as the ratio of illumination under normal working conditions to the illumination 

when the things are perfectly clean. It is always less than unity. 

 

4) Utilization factor 

Utilization factor or coefficient of utilization is defined as the ratio of total lumens reaching the working plane to 

the total lumens given out by the lamp. 

 

5) Reflection factor (wall and ceiling) 

It is ratioof the reflected radiant or luminous flux to the incident flux. [1] 

 

6) Beam efficiency 

The beam efficiency is known as light output ratio. It is defined as the ratio of the beam flux to the lamp flux. 

Light output ratio for the beam is calculated at 10% and 50% of the peak intensity. Beam flux is related to the 

luminary output flux whereas lamp flux means the luminous flux produced by the lamp in this luminary. 

 

7) Light Loss Factor 

It is ratio of the average illuminance on the working plane after a specified period of use of a lighting 

installation to the average illuminance obtained under the same conditions for a new installation. [1] 

 

C. CALCULATION OF SEMINAR HALL LIGHTING-A CASE STUDY. 

Calculation of Indoor Lighting Using Lumen Method:- 

Design of indoor illumination of seminar hall 

Design inputs:-Area of workplace=18 × 8m 

Required level=300 lux 

Luminaries to be used= T5 LFL 

Lumens output=2700 lumens 

Maintenance factor=0.7 

Utilization factor=0.8 

Beam Efficiency=0.4 

Light Loss Factor=0.64 

 

No. of fittings = 
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝐿𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑒 ∗𝐶𝑜−𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑈𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗𝐿𝑖𝑔𝑡𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
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= 
300∗18∗8

2700∗0.8∗0.64∗0.7
 

  

= 44 

 

II. INDOOR ILLUMINATION DESIGN WITH SOFTWARE 
Variousluminaries manufacturer companies have their own software for lighting design.( like CG lux, 

Relux, etc). In this paper CG lux software is used. This software can be design for indoor area and outdoor area. 

Indoor area likes rooms, offices, seminar halls, etc. And Outdoor area like roads, highways, street, sports, etc. 

 

A. CG lux software 

CG Lux is lighting software provided by “Crompton Greaves”.For lighting calculation simpler and quicker, CG 

Lux is lighting design software which is designed by “Optical and Photometric Technology Pvt. Ltd.”.This 

software can be used for indoor places like rooms, offices, sports, shopping centers, malls, etc and for outdoor 

places like gardens, street area, roads, highways, etc.CG lux have library of luminary where different types of 

luminaries available for different places and for different purposes manufactured by “Crompton Greeves”. 

There are two type of calculation in CG lux software for illumination design. 

 

1) Quick Estimation 

Quick estimation method as a means of estimating illuminance based on typical spacing criteria for a concept. It 

can be used to Estimate average illuminance for small to large rooms and to Estimate illuminance at a 

point.Caution is necessary using quick estimation method when the spatial characteristics (room size and finish) 

or lamp selection varies from the manufacturer’s basis for the actual method. 

 

2) Point By Point Method 

In point by point method designer can decide to place luminary at a particular place according to lux 

requirement, end user’s specification,typeof luminary, situation, also consider daylight. In point by point method 

designer can change the placement of luminary and dimensions. This method is used for small and large rooms 

and estimates the average lux of a particular place. 

 

B. Results:- 

1) Illumination Tabulation 

In illumination tabulation, which is simulated in CG Lux software seminar hall dimension are given. Each 

corner of seminar hall is described with their respective co-ordinates. The above table also shows the value of 

lux at each coordinate point. It also shows the value of average lux, minimum lux and maximum luxfor the 

given area. 

 

2) Greyscale 

Greyscale is a range of shades of gray without apparent colour. The darkest possible shade is black, which is the 

total absence of transmitted or reflected light. The lightest possible shade is white, the total transmission or 

reflection of light at all visible wavelengths. Intermediate sets of gray are represented by equal brightness levels 

of the primary colours (red, green, blue) for transmitted light. 

 

3) ISO Lux 

In ISO Lux, the contours provide the points of equal illuminance, in foot-candles or lux, on the floor or wall 

plane, from a specific stated mounting position. The diagram can be used to assess the distribution 

characteristics of luminary in addition to determining lighting level. 

 

4) 3D Lux web 

The 3dimension view oflux distribution. The sheet like image shows Lux spreading in workplace. The 

maximum point in the 3D figure shows the value of maximum lux and minimumlux. 
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III. INNOVATIVE ILLUMINATION DESIGN  

A. Design of seminar hall: 

 
Fig.1: (a) Luminaries Position, (b) Co-ordinates of Luminaries 

B. Luminary detail 

 
Fig.2: Luminary detail 

 
C. Illuminance Tabulation 

 
Fig.3: Illuminance Tabulation 
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D. Grayscale 

 
Fig.4: Greyscale 

E. ISO lux 

 

 
Fig.5: ISO lux 

F. 3D lux web 

 
Fig.6: 3D lux web 

 

IV. MODIFIED INNOVATIVE INDOOR ILLUMINATION DESIGN 
In this innovative design using cg lux software the above system of seminar hall is simulated. By using 

this software we got 40 luminaries instead of 44 luminaries which we has observed by using lumen’s method of 

lighting calculation. Also, we are getting average lux in seminar hall 325 lux which is optimum according to I.S. 

standards. 
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A. Design of seminar hall 

 
Fig.7: (a) Luminaries Position, (b) Co-ordinates of Luminaries 

 

B. Illuminance Tabulation 

 
Fig.8: Illuminance Tabulation 

 

C. Grayscale 

 
Fig.9: Greyscale 
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D. ISO lux 

 
Fig.10: ISO lux 

 

E. 3D lux web 

 
Fig.11: 3D lux web 

 

I. CONCLUSION 
By using manual Lumen’s method it require 44 luminaries fittings with 356 average lux for area of 

144m
2
 seminar hall. But by using computer software –CG lux, innovative illumination design can be achieved 

with the use of 40 luminaries of same type for same area with the obtained average lux level of 325. We can 

choose the different types of decorative, high intensity, low intensity, costly/cheaperetc. as per overall 

requirements and thereby achieve many alternative with less efforts. Comparing all the alternatives and selecting 

the better one make the design innovative.By optimizing the number of  luminaries required by studying the 

output of respective luminaries and real requirements of the average value of standard lux,illumination design 

ultimately increases efficiency of  system and reduce the running and capital cost. 
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